Events Leading Up to Rebellion

Mier y Teran

He encouraged immigration from the US

After a small revolt, he became worried that he was trying to take

the Mexican gov. sent to investigate TX

What are two things he observed?

Law of April 6, 1830

On the Centralist gov. in Mexico issued a law

What two things did the law do?

Instead the gov. encouraged the immigration of families to TX w/ generous...
Anahuac Rebellion

Who was the commander of the Anahuac garrison?

- The colonists accused him of taking supplies & refusing to give up runaway slaves.

What was the 'final blow' to the relationship of the colonists & Bradburn?

- Bradburn arrested two lawyers, _______ for interfering in his efforts to enforce Mexican laws.

- 160 settlers marched to Anahuac.

What did they demand?

- After 2 small fights (skirmishes), the colonists realize they needed more firepower.

- The colonists made camp at _______ while one settler went to get a _______.

- Before the settlers arrived with the cannon, _______ were released.
Turtle Bayou Resolutions

While waiting for the cannon, the colonists involved in the Arkansas Rebellion adopted a number of statements known as the _____________________.

What did the Texans declare in the resolutions?

Stephen F. Austin arrested

- in __________ SFA was chosen to take resolutions to a constitution for the proposed State of __________ to __________ City

- Mexican President __________ was out of town when Austin arrived

What did SFA do after waiting several months to see Santa Anna? What did he encourage the Texans to do?
- After seven months ______ is able to talk
  w/ ______

- The Mexican ______ granted some of the
  resolutions to TX ______

- What did Santa Anna not grant to Texas?

- What would Santa Anna now allow again?

- While on his way back to TX ______ was
  arrested in Northern Mexico

- Why was Austin arrested?

- SPA was held in ______ for ______